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ABSTRACT 
In [5], a class B of p X p circulant matrices was studied where p is a prime, and 
necessary and sufficient conditions were presented for the matrices in B to be 
commutative and to be closed with respect to matrix multiplication. Here we show 
that these properties also hold for n X n circulant matrices, where n is a positive 
integer, with an additional condition, namely, Z contains an n-cycle. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In [5], the following two theorems of matrices over the complex number 
field were proved with the condition (*) stated as: 
(*I &={J0,J~,...J,-~} is a set of n X n permutation matrices one of 
which is I, the identity matrix, and such that Z;ztJi = J, where J is the matrix 
with every entry 1. 
THEOREM 3.2. Let n be a prime. lf & satisfies (*) and the Ji commute, 
then for P,,, the permutation matrix corresponding to the permutation (12 
. . . n), the following holds: 
(**) For some permutation P and reindexing, 
Jk = P’P,“P) k=O,l,..., n-l. 
THEOREM 4.1. Let n be a prime. Zf & = {Jo, II,. . . ,Jn_l} satisfies (*) and 
is closed under multiplication, then (**) holds. 
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On p. 42 in [5], an example was given to show that if n is not a prime, 
then the theorems above are false. Also, on p. 43 in [5], it is stated: “The 
previous results give some suggestions for a generalization, which has not yet 
been proved, to the case where n is any integer, not necessarily prime. . . . ” 
Our purpose here is to prove a generalization for each of the theorems above. 
Our method, roughly, is based on the idea of centralizer of a square matrix, 
i.e., the set of matrices which commute with the given square matrix. 
2. A GENERALIZATION 
Let F be a field, Q be a n X n permutation matrix, C(Q) = {n X n matrix 
T = (tii): tii E F and TQ = QT} be the centralizer of Q, and u be the 
permutation on fi2, = { 1,2 , . . . , n} corresponding to the permutation matrix Q. 
Then by using Schur’s Theorem 1 in [2], we have that C(Q) consists of the 
matrices T=(tii), tij~F, such that for i,j=1,2 ,..., n, 
tii = toi @ = tozi & = . . . = to”-li o”-,i. 
THEOREM 1. Letnbeapositiveinteger,&={I,,l,,...,.l,~,} beasetof 
n X n permutation matrices, and & contains an n-cycle J4. Then the following 
are equivalent: 
(a) The Jk in $ commute, 
(b) Jk = J;, for k = 0, 1, . . . , n - 1, with some reindexing, 
(c) Jk = P”P,kP, k = 0,l ,. . . ,n - 1, for some permutation matrix P and 
sOme reindexing (i.e., (**)), and 
(d) $ is closed under the matrix multiplication. 
Proof (a) implies (b): Since the n-cycle 1, is a nonderogatory matrix, by 
Theorem 5 on p. 23 in [3] the centralizer of J, is 
Since each .lk commutes with J,, & c C( J,). Hence, Jk = a,Z + a,], + a J,2 
+ . . . + a,_lJ:-l for some a,, al, a 2,. . . ,a,_,E F. But since Jk is a permu- 
tation matrix, some a, = 1, and the rest of the a, are zero. Rearranging the 
indices if necessary, we have .lk = .Tqk for k = 0, 1,2,. . . , n - 1. 
(b) implies (c): Since both J, and P,, are n-cycles, by Theorem 5.1.3 on p, 
54 in [l], there exists a permutation matrix P such that P-‘P,P = 1,. It follows 
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that Jk = _ZJ = P-‘P,kP for k = 0,1,2,.. .,n -1. Since P is a permutation 
matrix, we have P-’ = Pt and Jk = PtPnkP for k = 0,1,2,. . . ,n - 1, i.e., (**) 
holds. 
(c) implies (a): Jr], = PtPi+“P = J,&, 0 G r, s G n - 1. 
(c) implies (d): J,Z, = PtP;+“P = 1, for some J, in & and for ail r, s = 
O,l)...) n-l. 
(d) implies (c): Since _Z, is an n-cycle in &, by the closure of multiplication, 
142, I,“,..., .Z,” = I also belong to &. Since both sets have the same cardinality n, 
(J,) = &. Then every matrix in & is equal to Jl for some k. Since both .ZQ and 
P, are n-cycles, again, by Theorem 51.3 on p. 54 in [l], there exists a 
permutation matrix P such that P-‘P,,P = Jq. It follows that .Zk = .Z: = P “P,kP 
fork=0,1,2 ,..., n - 1, i.e., (**) holds. n 
THEOREM 2. Letnbeaprime; let&={l,,.l,,...,.J,_,} beasetofnxn 
permutation matrices such that ~~:~./k = J, where .l is the matrix with every 
entry 1, and the Jk in & commute. Then (**) holds and & is a group with the 
ordinary matrix multiplication. 
Proof. We claim that if n is a prime, then every nonidentity permutation 
matrix in & is an n-cycle. Let Z.L be a permutation on Q,, corresponding to a 
nonidentity permutation matrix .Zi n &. Assume that p is not an ncycle; then p 
is a product of disjoint cycles. Since n is a prime, these disjoint cycles of ZJ 
cannot have the same length. There is no loss of generality in assuming 
I”= (1,2,..., t)(t+1,t+2 )...) t+s)(.+.., 
where t -C s. Then among the entries bTi of ( bri) E C(J,), we have 
b 1,t+1= b pl,p(tfl) = . . . = b,/,=l,,t(t+1)=zt+v 
Since Zk commutes with Ii, we have &EC(A) for k=0,1,2,...,n-1. 
Since &‘zAJ, = J an d since each Zk is a permutation matrix, there is one and 
only one.Z,=(dii) whose (l,t+l) entry is 1. Since.ZP=(djj)EC(Ji), in the 
first row of .Z, =(dii) there are at least two l’s; namely, d,, t+l = d,,,,,, = 1. 
That is a contradiction to J, being a permutation matrix. Hence, Z_L is an 
n-cycle, so is J, in &. Apply Theorem 1 to obtain (**), and _Zk = Jik for 
k=O,l , . . . ,n - 1 for some reindexing. Hence $ is a cyclic group of order n 
generated by .Zi . n 
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REMARKS. 
(1) Clearly, our Theorem 2 is slightly more general than Theorem 3.2. 
(2) The following statement is more general than Theorem 4.1: If n is a 
prime, &={Jo~J1,...,J,-l} is a set of n X n permutation matrices, and & is 
closed under ordinary matrix multiplication, then (**) holds. The reason is 
that since & is a finite sub-semigroup of a group, & is a subgroup, i.e., & is a 
cyclic group of order r~ Clearly & contains a cycle, and by Theorem 1, (**) 
holds. 
(3) Results related to Theorem 2 have been obtained by Grone and Wall 
in [4]. 
The author wishes to thank the referee and Professor David H. Carlson for 
their helpful suggestions. 
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